2019-2020

Lower Junior Orchestra Clinic
Violin Except

All violins play this except: \[ d = 100 \]

Excerpt 2: All violins wishing to be considered for 1st Violin Blue orchestra, play top line as notated \[ d = 100 \]
Bass Excerpts

\[ \text{\textbf{2019-2020}} \]
\[ \text{Lower Area Junior Orchestral Clinic} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Bass Excerpts}} \]

\[ J = 100 \]

\[ \text{WATCH!} \]

\[ J = 120 \]
2019-2020 Lower Area
Junior Orch. Clinic
Viola

Play the selected notes:

Andante
Solo

mf

Piu Mosso

mf

Here
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